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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

 Based on the data analysis, there are 5 types of facial expression that found 

such as Surprise, Fear, Anger, Happiness, and Sadness on the movie. The writer 

analyzed 22 facial expressions, where each of the facial expressions has their 

own interpretation. Those expression are appeared based on the situation or life 

experience that happened along the story of the movie. There are 5 facial 

expressions that showed in Joker movie, so the writer can conclude the facial 

expression can be appeared based on the context and situation at the movie. The 

characteristic of facial expression can be explained below: 

1. The expression of anger is appeared 8 times. The anger expression is 

registered in three face areas which are the anger brow, the anger eye/ lids 

and the anger mouth. The anger expression occured because there are  some 

cases or life experience which is detrimental to Arthur’s life. 

2. The expression of happiness is performed 8 times. The happiness expression 

is expressed in lower face, lower eye lids, cheeks and the eyebrows. The 

representative face movement is the corner of lips are drawn back and up, 

the mouth can be opened or closed, the cheeks are raised, and the lower of 

eyelid creates wrinkle. The happinessis is appeared to give the impression 
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in positive emotion. Happiness is where the situation can give joy, pleasure 

or give a positive view. 

3. The expression of sadness shown 4 times. The sadness expression is 

displayed in brow, eye lid, and lips. The interpretation is the inner corners 

of the eyebrows are raised, and it can be drawn together. Then, the inner 

corner of upper eyelid is drawn up and the lower lid may appear raised. The 

corner of the lips are drawn down or the lips appear to tremble. The sadness 

experience just happened based on the situation where Joker feeling bullied, 

feeling lost. Based on the the Joker as the major character, he realized that 

he was nothing and people do not notice that Arthur was exist. 

4. The expression of surprise presented 1 time. The face areas movement 

include the brows, the eyes, and the lower face. The brows can appear 

curved and high, meanwhile the eyes are open wide during the surprise, 

where the lower eye lids are relax and the upper eye lids are raised. The 

lower face are included the jaw and the lips. The jaw drops during surprise 

causing the lips are parted and the teeth are exposed. Usually surprise 

expression is happened when something unexpected happened. 

5. The expression of fear showed 1 time. The representation of fear face 

movement is happened in the brow, the eye, and the lips. The movement of 

fear can be described that the eyebrows are raised and drawn together, the 

eyes are open and the lower lid is tensed and the lips are stretched back. 
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 Then, the writer can be claimed that facial expression as a sign where take 

part as a nonverbal communication. Furthermore,  as a sign, facial expression 

can be understood based on background knowledge, and it happen as a 

behaviour and it is a social phenomena. 

 

B. Suggestion 

 After the explanation of conclusion above, the writer has some suggestion 

to the readers as provided in the following items: 

1. To other researcher, it is suggested that this study could be further expanded 

in finding portrait on facial expression as a sign that performed by Joker as 

the main character and describing the movement of facial expression as a 

sign that provide the meaning based on the situation and life experience of 

Joker based on Ekman and Friesen theory about unmasking face 

2. To all readers, it is suggested to use this study as reference to approve for 

knowledge the application of semiotics theory on facial expressions in 

spoken media, especially in movie. 

3. To the audience, it is suggested to expand more various of sign in 

concerning of various facial movement which performed in facial 

expression attention and to make the utterances of the statements more 

informative to avoid misunderstandings, misinterpretations and also 

miscommunications. 


